Own a piece of WKU History...

Metal Exterior Letters & Bricks from Thompson Complex North Wing

**Letter Type 1**: *Set* of Letters, Western Kentucky University. White metal, 16”
All Letters will be sold together to the highest bidder.

**Letter Type 2**: Assorted Letters. White metal, 27 letters available. 10”
*Sold Individually*. The highest bidder will be allowed to purchase as many letters as desired at the highest bid price per unit. The remaining letters will be offered to the second highest bidder in the same fashion.
**LETTER TYPE 3:** Assorted Letters. White metal, 12 letters available. 6” **Sold Individually**. The highest bidder will be allowed to purchase as many letters as desired at the highest bid price per unit. The remaining letters will be offered to the second highest bidder in the same fashion.
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**BRICKS:** Assorted Bricks. 19 Available. Dimensions: 11.5 x 3.5 x 2.25 **Sold Individually**. The highest bidder will be allowed to purchase as many bricks as desired at the highest bid price per unit. The remaining bricks will be offered to the second highest bidder in the same fashion.
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Bid Form on TCNW Memorabilia

Name: __________________________________________________________

Email: _____________________ Phone: ____________________________

All bid forms must be emailed to surplus.sales@wku.edu or faxed to 270-745-3126 by 12:00pm CST Wednesday January 28th at 12:00 CST.

Please initial beside each of the following before placing your bid:

_____ I am available to pick up my winning items on Thursday, January 29th or Friday, January 30th before 3:00 CST at WKU Surplus offices.

_____ I will be pay with credit card at pickup or by paying via PayPal invoice online before pickup

_____ I understand I cannot pay in cash or check

_____ I understand that the letters or bricks will be selected at time of pick up and cannot be reserved any time sooner.

_____ I understand that my maximum bid will only be applied if needed and in $2.00 increments

_____ I am filled WKU Hilltopper Pride!

Letter Type 1:  
My minimum bid for the set of letters that spell Western Kentucky University is $_________ My maximum bid is $_________

Letter Type 2: My minimum bid for ONE of the 10” white metal letters is $_________ My maximum bid is $_________

If I win, I want to purchase _______ (number) of letters at my winning price

Letter Type 3: My minimum bid for ONE of the 6” white metal letters is $_________ My maximum bid is $_________

If I win, I want to purchase _______ (number) of letters at my winning price

Bricks: My minimum bid for ONE of the bricks is $_________ My maximum bid is $_________

If I win, I want to purchase _______ (number) of letters at my winning price

Signature: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________